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Abstract. Equilibrium problems for elastic bodies in domains with cracks are consid-

ered. Inequality type boundary conditions are imposed at the crack describing a mutual

nonpenetration between the crack faces. A new formulation for such problems is proposed

in smooth geometrical domains for two-dimensional elasticity and Kirchhoff plates.

1. Introduction. A new approach to the crack theory for linear elastic bodies with

inequality type boundary conditions prescribed on the crack faces is proposed in the

paper. The resulting mathematical model allows us to solve the crack problem in a

smooth domain. The problem under consideration is characterized by nonlinear boundary

conditions imposed on nonsmooth parts of the boundary [8]. These conditions describe

the mutual nonpenetration between the crack faces.

Fig. 1. Domain with a crack

It is well known that for a linear elastic body the frictionless contact problem is

variational and can be formulated as the minimisation of the energy functional over
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the set of admissible displacements. Such an admissible set contains all displacement

fields from the suitable function space, usually a Sobolev space, satisfying the unilateral

nonpenetration condition on the crack faces. The boundary conditions for stresses on

the crack faces follow directly from the variational formulation. In particular, normal

stresses are nonposit-ive and the tangential stresses vanish. A different setting is proposed

in the paper for the contact problem, with some inequality type conditions for admissible

stress fields on crack faces. For such a setting, the nonpenetration conditions for the

displacement field follow from the variational formulation and can be derived from the

model, i.e., from the equations and the inequalities which form the mathematical model.

This is a so-called mixed problem formulation. For domains with smooth boundaries and

classical boundary conditions, mixed problem formulations are analysed in the book [3].

The peculiarity of the problem analysed in the paper is that the boundary conditions

imposed on nonsmooth parts of the boundary are unilateral type relations. It turns out

that the setting proposed in the paper is useful for the modelling and analysis of crack

problems in smooth domains and results in a smooth domain method for solving the

crack models with nonpenetration conditions on the boundary. In this case, restrictions

imposed on the stress tensor components are considered to be internal restrictions, i.e.,

to be the relations prescribed on given subsets of the smooth domain. In fact, we extend

the unknown functions to the crack surface and find the solution in the smooth domain.

Note that the problem analysed in the paper is a free boundary problem. In particular, a

specific boundary condition at a given point of the crack can be found after the problem

is solved. It is said that the boundary conditions provide a possibility of contact between

crack faces. Notice that the classical crack problem is characterized by equality type

boundary conditions on the crack faces; we refer the reader to [4]—[6], [12], [15]—[19]. For

the crack theory with possible contact between crack faces for different constitutive laws,

the results can be found in [8]. We should remark that the smooth domain method can

be applied to classical linear crack problems as well as to many other linear and nonlinear

elliptic boundary value problems.

Throughout the paper we shall use the following notations for geometrical domains

(see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Let fl C R2 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary T and

let Tc C fl be a smooth curve without selfintersections.

We assume that rc can be extended up to a closed curve E without selfintersections of

the class C1' so that EcSJ, and the domain fI is divided into two subdomains S7i, Q2-

In this case E is the boundary of the domain fii, and the boundary of Q? is E U T.

Assume that Fc does not contain the tip points, i.e., Tc = rc \ (9rc. Denote by

n — (ni,Ti2) the unit external normal vector to T and by v = (^1,^2) a unit normal

vector to E and therefore to rc. Let flc = S}\ fc. In applications, Fc defines a crack in

an elastic body in the reference domain configuration.

To demonstrate the idea of the smooth domain method, a simple example for the

Poisson equation is discussed (see Fig. 3).

We prescribe the sign of the jump of a displacement on rc for an elastic membrane,

i.e., [it] = u+ — u~ >0. The following free boundary problem is considered in flc (see

[8], [10]).
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Fig. 2. Extension of the crack

Find a function u such that

M > o,
du

fa

-Au = f in Clc , (1)

u = 0 on F , (2)

f)ll
= 0, [«] • — = 0 on rc , (3)

g<0 on rf . (4)

It is clear that there exists a unique weak solution to the problem (l)-(4) that can be

formulated as minimisation of the energy functional

J [ iVif - [ fv
z J sir

over the convex set in the Sobolev space Hl(Q.c) with unilateral condition [u] > 0 on Fc

and the condition v = 0 on T.

Fig. 3. Elastic membrane

For such a problem we can introduce the following smooth domain formulation.
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In the domain 0 we have to find the functions u,p = {pi,p2) such that

ueL2{Q), p € M , (5)

—divp = / in , (6)

/ P(P ~P)+ w(divp — divp) > 0 V p G M , (7)
jq Jn

where

M = {p = (pi,P2) G L2(£2) | divp G pu < 0 on Tc} .

The problem formulations (l)-(4) and (5)-(7) are equivalent. The advantage of the

formulation (5)-(7) is that the solution is defined in the smooth domain fi.

Proposition 1.1. There exists a unique solution to the problem (5)-(7).

The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 below in more

complicated settings of the elasticity problems.

1.1. Main results. We present two results which are proved in the paper. The smooth

domain method is applied to the two-dimensional elasticity and the Kirchhoff plate

model. As we can see from Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 below, the variational for-

mulation of the crack contact problem is obtained in smooth domain fI. Therefore, from

a numerical point of view, the discretization is required in the domain Q; however, the

restriction imposed on the solution is considered on the curve Tc inside of il. It means

that unknown functions are defined in the smooth domain Q and should satisfy some

inequality type constraints. We restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional elasticity; the

same method can be applied to the three-dimensional elasticity with the contact on the

crack faces along the lines of the paper [11].

1.1.1. Two-dimensional elasticity. The boundary value problem for frictionless con-

tact on crack faces in two-dimensional elasticity is given in (15)-(19) below. The uni-

lateral conditions (18)-(19) are imposed on Tc and The smooth domain formulation

in this problem is considered in the smooth domain Q = U fc. It takes the following

form.

Find u = (ui,u2), & = {cy,}, i,j = 1,2, such that

«GL2(Q), aGJV, (8)

—diva = / in Q , (9)

(Ca, a — <r)o + (u, diva — div<r)n >0 Vct G N , (10)

where

N = {cr £ H \aT — 0 , av < 0 on rc} ,

H = {(j = {<Jij}|cr,diver G L2(Q)} .

Here cr„ are normal stresses, aT are tangential forces, and (•,-)q is the scalar product in

L2(Q). In the paper we prove the following statement.

Theorem 1.1. There exists a unique solution to the problem (8)-(10).

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Sec. 2.
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1.1.2. Kirchhoff plate. The boundary value problem for the Kirchhoff plate with in-

equality type boundary condition imposed on Tc is given in (53)-(60) below. The smooth

domain formulation for this problem is as follows.

We have to find functions u,w,a, m such that

u = (ui,u2) G L2(tt), w G L2(tt), (a,m) £ J\T , (11)

—diver = / infl , (12)

-VVm = F in , (13)

(u, diva — divcr)n + (w, VVm — VVto)q (14)

+(Ca, a — <t)q + (Dm, m — m)n > 0 V(ct, to) G TV ,

where

M = {(cr, m) G H\ aT = 0, tv(m) = 0, \mv\ < on rc}

TL — {(a, m)\ a = {ffy }, m = {}; a, diver G L2(fl),

m, VVm G L2(n)}.

Here mu are the bending moments and tv(m) are transverse forces.

Theorem 1.2. There exists a unique solution to the problem (11)—(14).

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Sec. 3.

Note that the case of the cracks which come out at F = <9Q is also treated by the

smooth domain formulation. This means that the method is applied to the case when

fc crosses the external boundary T (see Remarks 2.2, 3.2).

2. Two-dimensional elasticity. In this section, the detailed proof of Theorem 1.1

is given. We start with the variational inequality for frictionless contact on crack faces

in the two-dimensional elasticity.

2.1. Variational formulation. The equilibrium problem for a linear elastic body oc-

cupying the domain fic with the interior crack Fc can be formulated as follows [8]. We

have to find functions u = (i«i, U2), a = {<7^}, i,j = 1,2, such that

—diver = / in , (15)

Ca — e(u) = 0 in f2c , (16)

u = 0 on T , (17)

[u\v > 0, [ov] =0, av ■ [u]z^ = 0 on Fc , (18)

av <0, crT = 0 on Tf . (19)

Here [■«] = u+ — u~ is the jump of the displacement field across Tc, the signs ± indicate

the positive and negative directions of the normal v, f = (/i,/2) G L2((l) is a given
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external force acting on the body, and the following notations are used:

(7l/ (Ti i l/n V, t = {<}»=1. °v= {°ijvi}i=1.tj 3 i' ^ r — u u v v "•> u r — \u t ) i=l' u u — \wIJJ

eij(u) = J M = X'2' £(U) =

{}ij Cijkl&kh Cijkl — Cjikl Ckliji Cijkl ^ (^) •

Tensor C satisfies the ellipticity condition

Cijkl^ji^kl ^ ColCl , 1 — £,iji Co > 0 . (20)

We use the summation convention over repeated indices i,j,k,l = 1,2.

Equations and inequalities (18)—(19) describe the mutual nonpenetration between

crack faces without friction. Relation (15) is the equilibrium equations, the equation

(16) is the Hooke constitutive law, and the condition (17) corresponds to the fixed dis-

placements on the boundary T.

In order to introduce the variational formulation of the problem (15)—(19), we need

the following Sobolev space

F1'°(f2c) = {v = (vi,v2)\vi e Hl(Q,c),Vi = 0 on T, 2=1,2}

and a closed convex set of admissible displacements

K = {v £ Hl'°(flc) | [v]v > 0 a.e. on Tc} . (21)

In this case we can consider the minimisation problem

j^(ff(v),e(v))nc-(/,v)nej, (22)

which admits the unique solution u £ K satisfying the variational inequality

(er(u),e(v-u))na>(f,v-u)nc Vv £ K . (23)

Here (•, -)qc is the scalar product in L2(flc) and the stress tensor er(u) = a is found from

the Hooke law (16). From (23) it follows that equilibrium equation (15) is satisfied in the

sense of distributions. To verify this, it suffices to substitute v = u ± (p, ip £ C^°(fic), in

the variational inequality (23). It can be shown [8] that for the solution to the variational

inequality (23), all of the boundary conditions (18)-(19) are satisfied. In the next section

we specify the meaning of these conditions.

2.2. Mixed formulation. Consider the space of stresses

H(div) = {<t = a £ L2(fic),divu £ L2(flc)}

equipped with the norm

mm ■
v&K

Ml H(div) = M i»(nc) + 11 diver 11 ^2 (qc)

and define the set of admissible stresses

i/(div;Tc) = {a € i/(div)| [<jv] =0 on Tc; au < 0, crT = 0 on ,

For the sake of simplicity, the same notation L2(flc) is used for the space of scalar

functions and the space [L2(f2c)]2 = L2(57C;R2) of vector functions, as well as for the

space [Z/2 (Oc)]4 of tensor valued functions.
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Introduce the space H5 (E) with the norm

I2 II -II2 i f f'«»<=> - hh'm+LL ix-w y
and denote by H~z(Yi) the dual space of i?3(E). Note that for a E H(div), the traces

(ens)* can be defined as elements of H~* (E) (see [8], [21]) and the trace operators are con-

tinuous from H(div) to H~*(E). Also, it is possible to define cr^, (o"®)1*1 € i/_5(E),i =

1,2, such that the Green formula holds,

(diver, i/Ofii = —(c, e('i/'))n1 + (cr~,tp„)i + {a~,ipT) i,

v-ip = (ipufo) e ,

where ^ is assumed to be the external normal vector to the boundary dQ\ = E and (•, ■) i

is the duality pairing between H~i(E) and A similar formula takes place for

the domain with the external normal vector — v to the part E of its boundary T U E.

Zero jump condition for av in the definition of H(div; Tc) means

{{av)+ ~ =0 V<£> = {<pi,<p2) e H*(E) .

Since (cri/)+ and {av)~ coincide, it follows that <7+ = a~, (<r*)+ = (alT)~,i — 1,2. Let

supp<^ denote the support of the function ip. The second and the third conditions in the

definition of H(div; Fc) can be written as

(cr^,ip)i<0 VipEH^(T,), ip>0 a.e. on Tc ,supp ip C rc

and

(cr^,<^)i=0 Vip = (ipi,ip2) e -ff^(E), <PiVi = 0 a.e. on Tc ,supp ip C Tc ,

respectively. Therefore, the convex cone H(div;Tc) is closed in the space H(div). Hence

i7(div;rc) is weakly closed in H(div).

The above arguments allow us to define functional spaces on Fc. Recall the definition

of the weighted Sobolev space on rc (see, e.g., [7] for details),

hI0(Tc) = & e hHtc)\^ e L2(rc)}

equipped with the norm

Ml oo = Ml + I p~ V >
2 J rc

where p(x) =dist(a;, cTc) and || ■ ||i is the norm in the space H^{TC). It is well known
1

[14] that functions from the space i?020(rc) can be extended to E by zero, and such an

extension is an element of the space H2 (X). The extension of ip is denoted by ip, i.e.,

{

tp(x), x e rc

o, ieE\rc
<p{x) =

l

and we have ip G Hq0(Tc) if and only if (p belongs to Hi (E).
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t
Let us observe that by the above formulae, the elements <t„ G (Hq0(Tc))* and alT 6
1

(Hq0(Tc))*, i = 1,2, can be defined [8]. The inequalities on Tc are understood in the

sense of duality; i.e., [au] = 0,0V < 0 in the definition of H(div; Tc) mean

1

(cr„, ip) i 00 <0 \/ip e //020(FC) such that <p > 0 a.e. on Tc ,

and furthermore, the condition aT = 0 on It in the definition of the cone H(div;Tc)

takes the form
1

(crT,ip)i 00 = 0 \/ip = € #00(rc) such that ip^ = 0 a.e. on rc .

I I
Here (•, -}^00 is the duality pairing between (Hq0(Tc))* and Hq0(Tc).

It is important that in the above formulae the curve £ is assumed to be arbitrary, but

it should be sufficiently smooth. This means that the formulae mentioned are valid for

the closed curves £ which are smooth enough. All boundary conditions for a included

in the definition of H(div; Tc) are precisely the same as the boundary conditions for

the solution a(u) = a of the variational inequality (23). Let us note that a solution

dependence on domain variations for classical boundary value problems is analysed in

[20]. For domain variations in the free boundary crack problems, we refer the reader to

[8], [10] (see also [13]).

Now, we are in a position to give the mixed formulation for the problem (15)—(19).

We have to find functions u = (ui, u2), a — Wij}, i,j = 1, 2, such that

u £ L2(flc),a £ Ii(div;Tc) , (24)

—diver = / in flc , (25)

(Cct, a - a)nc + (u,diva - divcr)nc > 0 Va e //(div; Fc) . (26)

Boundary value problem (15)—(19) is formally equivalent to (24)-(26). Indeed, assuming

that the solutions to (24)-(26) are sufficiently regular, we can derive from (26) the Hooke

law by taking test functions of the form a = ±5 + a, where a are smooth functions with

compact supports in £lc,

Ca — e(u) = 0 in flc .

The boundary conditions

[u\w >0, av ■ [u\v = 0 on Fc (27)

follow from (26) by an application of the Green formula. Thus, all boundary conditions

(18) (19) are fulfilled. On the other hand, by multiplication of (16) by a — a, a £

H(div;rc), it can be shown that the inequality (26) follows from (15)—(19).

Note that the set i/(div; Tc) includes only the restriction imposed on the stress tensor

components. As for the relations (27), they are included in the problem (24)-(26). On

the other hand, the set K in the variational inequality (23) includes only the restriction

imposed on the displacement u, and the equations and inequalities (18), (19) can be

derived from (23).

We aim toward investigation of the problem (24)-(26). First, we prove the existence

of a solution.
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Theorem 2.1. There exists a solution to the system (24)-(26).

Proof. In order to establish a priori estimates for solutions, we introduce a function

er° G i?(div;rc) which solves the equilibrium equations

—diver0 = f in flc . (28)

Such a function can be found by solving the variational inequality (23) with an arbitrary

Hooke's law satisfying the condition (20). Let us point out that the existence of a solution

to the system (24)-(26) can be in fact established directly by solving (23); however, we

provide the proof by a different argument without any requirement on the solvability of

(23). The reason to proceed in this way is that in the sequel we can use exactly the same

arguments in order to analyse the smooth domain formulation for the problem under

consideration.

To prove the existence of solutions to (24)-(26) we introduce the regularized boundary

value problem depending on a parameter S > 0. Then the existence of a solution for the

regularized problem is shown and a priori estimates are obtained. The proof is completed

by the passage to the limit 5 —» 0.

Let us fix 0 < 6 < So- The regularized problem takes the form

u5 e L2(ytc),as € H(div;Tc) , (29)

5u5 — diver5 = / in S7C , (30)

(Cer5, a - (r'5)nc + (w5,divCT - divcr'5)nc > 0 Vct <E i/(div; Tc) . (31)

From (30), (31) it follows that

5{us,us)nc - (diver5, u5)nc = {f,us)nc ,

(Ca5, cr° - as)nc + (us, diver0 - diver5)nc > 0 ,

and the following estimate is obtained:

^llul5|li2(nc) + llcr5|ll2(Qc) ^ c (32)

with the constant c uniform with respect to £. Moreover, (30) implies that

diver5 = Sus — f in Qc .

Thus, in view of (32), the following uniform estimate is obtained:

lld™a6\\2L2{na) <c . (33)

Let us show that, for a given 6, there exists a solution to the problem (29)-(31). Indeed,

from (30) it follows u5 = |(/ + diver5). Substituting this value of us in (31) we derive

the variational inequality

{Ca5, a - ct5)[2c + t(/ + diver5, diva - divcr5)^ >0 Vct <E #(div; Tc) .
o

It is clear that solving this variational inequality is equivalent to minimisation of the

functional

G(cr) = ^{C(T,a)nc + ^ (diver, diver)oc + ^(/,diver)nc
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over the weakly closed convex set //(div;rc). The functional G is coercive and weakly

lower semicontinuous on the space H(div), hence the minimisation problem has a (unique)

solution a = a6. Having found a6 we define u5 from (30). The solution ud,a5 satisfies

the relations (29)—(31). Now we perform the passage to the limit in (29)-(31) as 6 —> 0.

From (31) it follows that

Co6 — e(u6) = 0 in flc

in the sense of distributions, i.e., in particular e(us) G L2(flc). Since u5 £ L2(f2c), by an

application of the second Korn inequality which holds in the domain f2c, it follows that

u5 £ //1(QC). On the other hand,

us = 0 on F ,

which can be deduced from (31) taking into account that the vector function an is free

on F. Hence u6 £ //1,0(f2c), and, by the first Korn inequality, the uniform estimate with

respect to 5 is obtained,

< c . (34)

Taking into account (32), (33), we have the uniform estimate with respect to <5,

lk5||z,2(nc) + l|divcr,5||L2(nc) < c . (35)

Therefore, there exist elements u, a such that for i5 —> 0 we have the following conver-

gences for subsequences:

—> u weakly in H1,0(flc) and strongly in L2(f2c) ,

a5 —> a weakly in L2(fic) ,

diver5 —> diver weakly in L2(QC) .

Finally, for S —> 0 we pass to the limit in (30), (31), and (24)-(26) follows, which

completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. □

Note that the solution to (24)-(26) is unique. Indeed, if there are two solutions

(iz1, cr1), (w2,er2), from (26), it follows that cr1 = a2. Since Co1 = e(ul), i = 1,2, we have

e{ul — u2) = 0, hence u1 = u2.

Remark 2.1. The mixed formulation of the problem (15)—(19) can be applied to the

case when f c crosses the external boundary F and also to the case when rc is only of

C0'1— regularity. The C1'1— regularity of the curve £ was needed to define au,aT. It

is possible to avoid the interpretation of the boundary conditions included in the set

H(div;Tc). Indeed, consider a crack Fc of C0'1— regularity such that fc crosses the

boundary T (see Fig. 4). Assume that the angle between F and fc at the common point

xc is nonzero.

Introduce the set of admissible stresses in the following equivalent form

//(div; rc) = {ue //(div) | f (cre(u) + wdivcr) >0 V u € K} ,
Jnc

where the set K is defined in (21). For such a definition of //(div; Tc), we can verify that

all boundary conditions for stresses are fulfilled provided that the function a is sufficiently

regular. Note that if Fc divides fI into two separate domains fJ1 and Q2, we obtain a
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Fig. 4. Boundary crack

Fig. 5. Contact problem

contact problem for two elastic bodies occupying the domains fi1, fl2 with inequality

type boundary conditions (18)-(19) imposed on the common boundary Tc (see Fig. 5).

2.3. Smooth domain method. In this section the smooth domain method to the crack

problem for two-dimensional elasticity is formulated. The main feature of such a formu-

lation is that the constraints on the stress tensor are imposed on subsets of the smooth

domain $7 and the unknown functions it, cr are defined in the smooth domain fI. We ex-

tend unknown functions u, cr from the nonsmooth domain S7C to the smooth domain $7

(cf. [1]). Such an extension reduces in fact to a definition of two fields u, cr on the curve

rc. We shall use the same notation u, a for the extended functions defined on £1 and

write the problem (15)-(19) in the domain Q. The problem takes the following form.
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We have to find functions u = (iii, 1/2)1 G = Wij} , h j = 1,2, such that

—diva = / in 0 , (36)

Ca — e(u) + p(u)Srr — 0 in Q , (37)

u = 0 on T , (38)

[u]u > 0 , gv < 0 , erT = 0 , <7„ • [u]^ = 0 on Tc , (39)

where we denote p(u)ij = -{[ui\vj + [uj]vi), and 5rc is the single layer distribution on

rc defined by the following formula:

(8Vc,v) = jTv, V<£ £ Co°(n).

We denoted by (T,ip) the value of a distribution T on the function tp e C^°(S7). Let

us point out that solutions to the system (15)—(19) determined from the variational

inequality (23) satisfy the jump condition

\<jv\ = 0 on rc (40)

and, therefore, Eq. (36) is of the same form as Eq. (15). Let us verify this statement. It

follows from (23) that a = tr(u) satisfies

a € L2(fic), diver 6 L2(QC), —diva = / in S7C . (41)

Then in view of (40), (41) it follows that for any ip £

fii'fi) = 1 1 ~~ (<Tu')V,j)n2 "t" (/i>v)fi

, <^>) i + + /i)l/5)n1 T {&ij,j + /iil/')f22 = 0 )i = 1,2 ,

which proves that Eq. (36) holds in the sense of distributions.

The difference between the system (15)-(19) and the system (36)-(39) is that now the

conditions (39) are considered to be internal constraints for the solutions which are

imposed on the curve Fc located in the interior of the smooth domain Q. Let us note

that the equivalence of the systems (15) (19) and (36)-(39) is straightforward for smooth

solutions. We show that it is also the case for the weak solution. We need the following

notation for the space of stresses and the convex cone of admissible stresses in the smooth

domain

W(div) = {a = {<Tij}\(T, diver € L2(Q)} ,

W(div;Tc) = {a 6 H(d\v)\<7T = 0 , <7„ < 0 on Tc} .

The norm in the space 7Y(div) is defined by the formula

IMIw(dtt)) = IMli2(Q) + l|div<T|||2(Q) .

As was indicated before for the cone f/(div;rc), the convex cone W(div;Lc) is also

closed in the space ?i(div) since the conditions <rT = 0, av < 0 on Tc are well defined for

any element a e W(div). Indeed, for any curve £ satisfying the prescribed conditions, the
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functionals <t„, alT,i = 1,2, are uniquely defined in the space The conditions

aT = 0, cr„ < 0 on Fc in the definition of 7i(div; Tc) are understood in the sense that

(crT,<p)i =0 \/ip = (<Pi,<P2) G (fiiVi — 0 a.e. on Tc ,supp ip CTC ,

and

{au, <p) i < 0 G H5 (£), <p > 0 a.e. on Tc , supp ip C Tc ,

respectively.

The weak formulation of the system (36)-(39) takes the form of the following problem

in f2.

Find u = (tti, 112)1 & — hj = 1)2, such that

ueL2(n), a G H(div; Tc) , (42)

—diva = f in , (43)

(Ccr, er — cr)n + (u, diva — divcr)^ >0 V<x G 7i(div; Tc) . (44)

Note that (44) follows directly from (26), since we can change the integration over flc by

the integration over Q.

Theorem 2.2. There exists a solution to the problem (42)-(44).

Proof. The general scheme of the proof remains the same as in the proof of Theorem

2.1. First of all, the function cr° defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be extended

to the domain f2, the extended function is also denoted by cr°, er° G W(div;rc), and

furt.hemore the equilibrium equations are satisfied,

—diver0 = / in fl .

Now, for a positive parameter S, consider the regularized problem

u5 G L2(fl), a5 G H(div; Tc) , (45)

Sus — diver"5 = / in Q , (46)

(Cas, a — <j5)q + (u5, diva — diva'5)n >0 Va e 7^(div; rc) . (47)

From (45)-(47) we can obtain the uniform with respect to S estimate

d\\u\\l2(n) + IMI^(n) + 11 diver 11L2(Q) ^ c • (48)

In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, from (46)-(47) the following estimate

is obtained, uniform with respect to <5,

ll^||jyi,o(oc) < c . (49)

By estimates (48), (49), we have, as <5 —> 0, the following convergences for subsequences:

u —> u strongly in L2(Sl) ,

as ^ a weakly in L2(Q) ,

diver"5 —»■ diver weakly in L2(£l) .

Consequently, we can pass to the limit as <5 —> 0 in (45)-(47) and obtain (42)-(44), which

completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. □
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The solution to (42)-(44) is unique.

Formulation of the free boundary crack problem in the form (42)-(44) is attractive

from a numerical point of view since the domain Q does not contain nonsmooth compo-

nents of the boundary. Moreover, the restrictions imposed on the stress tensor compo-

nents are given on subsets of Q. So the problem formulation (42)-(44) resembles that of

classical contact problems with restrictions imposed on subsets of the domain. A wide

class of contact problems with restrictions imposed on subsets of domains can be found

in [9],

Remark 2.2. Similar to the mixed problem formulation (see Remark 2.1), we can

consider an equivalent definition of the admissible stresses,

W(div; rc) = {a G W(div) | f (cre(u) + udivu) >0 V u € K} .
J £lc

The set K is defined in (21). The above definition of 7i(div;rc) can be applied for both

the interior and boundary cracks (see Figs. 4, 5).

Remark 2.3. Now observe that the classical approach to the two-dimensional crack

problem is characterized by the equality type boundary conditions (cf. (18), (19))

' V — u T 0 on Tf . (50)

In this case the smooth domain method can be successfully applied to the problem (15)-

(17), (50). Indeed, the set of admissible stresses is defined as follows:

7i(div; rc) = {ue 7Y(div)| av — 0, <xT = 0 on Tc} . (51)

Instead of (44), we obtain the identity

(Ccr, o-)n + (w,divo-)o = 0 Vct e 7Y(div; Tc) . (52)

Hence, the smooth domain method for the classical boundary value crack problem can

be formulated in the form (42), (43), (52), where W(div;Tc) is defined in (51).

3. Kirchhoff plate with a crack. In this section we show that the smooth do-

main method can be applied to equilibrium problems for the Kirchhoff plates having

cracks with inequality type boundary conditions given at the crack faces. As in the

two-dimensional elasticity, these boundary conditions describe a mutual nonpenetration

between the crack faces. The problem formulation is as follows [8].
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In the domain QCl we have to find the functions u = (ui,v,2),w, a = m = {my},

i,j = 1, 2, such that

—diver = / in fic , (53)

—VVm = F in fic , (54)

Ca — e{u) = 0 in , (55)

Dm + VVm = 0 in Qc , (56)

u = 0, w — ̂  =0 on F , (57)
on

[u]u >
dw

dv

\mv\ < -ov, av ■ [u)v - m;

crv\ = 0, [mu] = 0 on Fc , (58)

dw

dv
= 0 on Fc , (59)

(7t — 0, tu(m) = 0 on rj . (60)

Here / = (fi,/?); F, fi £ L2(Q) are given functions, i = 1,2,

VVm = rriijjj , m„ - m^VjV^ VVw = ,

tu(m) = mijjVj +mij,kTkTjVi , (rx,r2) = (-^2,^1) •

We use the same notations as in the previous sections. Tensor C is symmetric and

satisfies the condition (20). Similar conditions are imposed on the tensor D,

{Dvn^ij dijkiuiizi, i, j 1,2 .

Note that (53), (54) are equilibrium equations; relations (55), (56) provide the consti-

tutive law. Boundary conditions (57) mean that the plate is clamped along the external

boundary T. Equations and inequalities (58)-(60) describe a mutual nonpenetration be-

tween the crack faces The functions u,w are horizontal and vertical displacements

of the mid-surface points of the plate; cr, m are stress tensor and moment tensor, respec-

tively.

For a variational formulation of the problem (53)-(60), we need the Sobolev space

H2'°(nc) = {v £ H2(nc)\v = — = o on r}.

Consider the convex set of admissible displacements,

dw

J"
There exists a solution to the following minimisation problem

Kc = {(u,w) e [tf1,0(nc)]a x #2'°(fic)| [u]v > a.e. on rc}. (61)

mm
(u,w)e K,

|^(o-(u),e(«))nc - ^(m(w),VVw))nc - (f,u)nc - (F,u))n<=|,

which is equivalent to the variational inequality

(■u,w)eKc , (<r(u), e(u — u))nc — (m(w),VVw — Ww)qc (62)

> (f,u- u)qc + {F,w - w)nc V(u,w)eKc.
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The set Kc is weakly closed and the minimized functional is coercive and weakly lower

semicontinuous in the space [//1,0(f2c)]2 x H2'°(QC). Hence, the problem (62) is solvable.

Furthermore, the solution is unique.

Now, we introduce a mixed formulation of the problem (53)-(60). Consider the space

H(i1c) = {(<7, m)| a = {<Jij},m = }; a, diver £ L2(f2c),

m, VVm 6 L2(QC)}

equipped with the norm

IK^™)IIh(qc) = \\<j\\IHSIc) + ||divcr||22(nc) + ||m||22(nc)

+ ||VVm|||2(f2c) •

Introduce the set of admissible stresses and moments,

K(QC) = {(a,m) £ \ [au] = [m„] = \tv(m)\ = 0 on Tc;

F^i/I < —(7v , <jt — 0, tv{m) = 0 on r±} .

Also, consider the space i/i(£) with the norm

and its dual i/~5(E). In the domain f2i, we can define traces on the boundary E, in

particular, m~ £ if-3(E), tv{m)~ £ i/_5(E), and the following Green formula holds

[8], [21]:

duo
(w, Wm)ni = (Ww,m)ni + {tv{m)~,w)^ - (m~, -^)i , (63)

Vw € H2(ni) ,

where (•,•)§ stands for the duality pairing between H~%(E) and

For the domain Q2, we can write the Green formula similar to (63). In this case the

boundary of Q2 contains two parts, E and T.

In addition to the two-dimensional elasticity, we should explain in what sense boundary

conditions are fulfilled in the definition of A"(f2c). Zero jump condition for tu(m) means

(tv(m)+ — <^)| = 0 Vip 6 H* (E) . (64)

The condition tu{m) = 0 on reads

(tv(m)±, ip) $ = 0 E), supp ip c Tc . (65)

It is seen that the set K(QC) is convex. By the continuity of the trace operators, the

set K(QC) is closed. Hence K(QC) is weakly closed.

Like in the two-dimensional elasticity, in (65) we can choose test functions ip, where ip
3 3

is an extension of ip to E by zero, ip £ i7020(rc). The norm in the space Hq0(Tc) is defined

by the formula

Wk<r,rMl^ r«, + ./r/-W-
It is known that ip £ Hq0(Tc) if and only if (p £ Hi(E) [14].
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Now we are in position to provide the mixed formulation for the analysed problem

(53)-(60).
We have to find the functions u = (ki . //•>)• a = {<jjj},m = {m.y}, such that

u = (U\,U2) G L2(£lc), w g L2(flc), (a, m) 6 K(QC) , (66)

—diver = / on flc , (67)

-VVm = F on Qc , (68)

(u, diver — div<j)nc + {w, VVm — VVm)nc (69)

+(Ca, a - cr)nc + (-Dm, m - m)oc >0 V(ct, m) e K(fic) .

Inequality (69) follows from (55)-(56). It suffices to multiply these equations by <r —

cr, m — m, respectively, with (a,fh) € K(Clc). On the other hand, the equations (55), (56)

follow from (69). To prove this, it suffices to take in (69) the test functions (a,m) =

(cr, m) + (cr, m), (cr, rh) £ Cg°(Oc). Moreover, the relations (66)-(69) contain all boundary

conditions (57) (60).

The existence of a solution to (66)-(69) can be shown by a procedure that is used in

the proof of Theorem 3.1 below. The solution is unique.

Remark 3.1. We can observe that, as in the two-dimensional elasticity, it is possible

to avoid the explicit formulation of the boundary conditions for stresses and moments

included in the set K(Slc). Namely, it suffices to introduce the set of admissible stresses

and moments by using the "dual" formula

K(QC) = {(<r,m) € H(flc) | f (ae(u) + udivcr)
JOe

+ / (wS7Vm — mWw) >0 V (u,w) € Kc} ,
■J<ir

where the set Kc is defined in (61). This equivalent definition of the set K(QC) is suitable

also in the case when fc crosses the external boundary F (see Figs. 4, 5). In particular,

if rc divides Q into two separate domains f21,02, we obtain the contact problem for two

elastic plates occupying the domains fi1,^2 with contact conditions (58)-(60) on the

common boundary Fc.

Now we can formulate the smooth domain method for the problem (53)-(60). In this

case the solution is defined in the smooth domain f2. In fact, we extend the unknown

functions from the domain Qc to the domain f2. To simplify formulae below we use the

same notations for the extended functions. The formulation of the problem is as follows.

In the domain fl, we have to find functions u = (u\,u2),w,a = {aij},m = {rriij},

i, j = 1,2, such that
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—diver = / in , (70)

—VVto = F in Vt , (71)

Ca — e(u) + p(u)5rc = 0 in 0 , (72)

Dm + VVm + P(w) = 0 in Q , (73)

dw
u = 0, w = —— =0 on F , (74)

an

[u]v >
dw

dv

\fnv\<-av, (Ju-[u\v-m

, aT = 0, tv(m) = 0 on Fc , (75)

dw'[

dv
(76)

Here

P{w)ij = -([w]viSrJ,j - [w,i\vj5Vc ■

It is very important that the solution ol the problem (53)-(60) determined Irom the

variational inequality (62) possesses the properties

\<jv] = 0, [»!,,] = 0, [/"(/h)| =0 on I',. . (77)

It allows us to write equilibrium equations (53), (54) in the domain f2 in the same

form. Let us verify this statement. The validity of the equation (70) in the domain fl is

already shown (see Sec. 2). So we just check (71). From (62) it follows that

to e L2(nc) , VVm e L2(flc), —VVto = F in Qc . (78)

Let to denote the extended function, defined in $2. Then, by (77)-(78), we have for any

^c0°°(fi),

(VVm + F,ip) = (to, VVy>)nx + (m, VVv?)q2 + (F, ip)u

= (VVm + F, ip)Ql + (VVto + F, tp)n2

+([tu{m)\,ip)a - {[mv\, |^)i = 0 .

Hence the equilibrium equation (71) holds in O in the sense of distributions. To give

the weak formulation of (70)-(76), we need additional notations. Consider the space

H{fl) = {{a, m)\ a = to = {m^}; a, diver 6 L2(fl),

to, VVto G I/2(ft)}

equipped with norm

l('(°".™)llw(n) = lklli«(n) + lldiHli*(n) + I'Mli^n)
+l|VVm|||2(Q) .
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Introduce the admissible set of stresses and moments

/C(ft) = {(er,m) G H(fl)| crT = 0, tv(m) = 0, \mv\ < —av on Fc} .

Interpretation of the conditions imposed on a,m in the definition of /C(ft) is simpler

compared to the case of the nonsmooth domain ftc, since the jumps on E of the functions

ai/,ml/,tl'(m) are equal to zero by definition. Hence the equalities and inequality are

fulfilled in the following sense:

(er„ ± <p) i < 0 \/ip G H* (E), <p > 0 a.e. on Fc ,

supp ip C rc,

{crT,<p)i = o \/if= (tpi,ip2) G H?(E), <piVi = 0 a.e. on Tc ,

supp j)crc,

{t"(m),<p)|=0 V<^ei?5(E), supp tp c rc.

In the weak formulation of the problem (70)-(76), unknown functions u, w, a, m are such

that

u = (ui,U2) G L2(Q), w e L2(fi), (a,m) e K.(Q) , (79)

—diver = / in Q , (80)

—VVm = F in fi , (81)

(u, diva- — divcr)n + (w, VVm — VVm)n (82)

+(C<t, a — a)n + (Dm, fh — m)o > 0 V(ct, to) G JC(Q) .

We can prove the following statement.

Theorem 3.1. There exists a unique solution to the problem (79)-(82).

Proof. The general scheme of the proof is the same as in Theorem 2.2. We introduce

functions (<x°,m°) € IC(Q) satisfying the equations

-diver0 = / , —VVm0 = F in Q .

The functions (<t0,to0) can be obtained by solving variational inequality (62) with

arbitrary constitutive laws (55)-(56) for any given tensors C, D. Of course the tensors

C, D should satisfy the required conditions. To prove the existence of a solution, a similar

regularization procedure is used. For a positive parameter 6, the regularized problem is

considered:

u8 = (u{,u52) € L2(n),w6 G L2(fl), (a5, m5) G £(fi) , (83)

5us - diva5 = / in ft , (84)

Sws - VVm6 — F in ft , (85)

(Cas, a - crs)n + (Dm5, fh - ms)n + (us,diva - dival5)o (86)

+ (w6,VVfh — VVm% > 0 V(<7, fh) G /C(ft) .
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Taking (<r, m) = (<r°,m0) in (86) and multiplying (84), (85) by u5,w5, respectively,

we derive the a priori estimate

dllu<5llL2(o) + + \WS\\h(n) + Hm<5llL2(o) ^ c> (87)

where the constant c is uniform with respect to 6. By (87), from (84), (85), we have

uniformly ill (5

lldivcr"511^2(0) + ||VVm<5|||2(0) < c . (88)

Solvability of the problem (83)-(86) can be obtained by the variational approach. To

this end, it suffices to substitute the values us,w5, taken from (84), (85), into (86). In

such a way we obtain the variational inequality for (as, m ) which admits a solution. Let

us perform the passage to the limit in (84)-(86) as 5 —> 0. From (86) it follows that

Cas - e(us) = 0, Dm6 + VV«/ = 0 in Oc , (89)

hence e(us) £ L2(Vtc). By the second Korn inequality in Hc, since us £ L2(QC), we obtain

u5 £ Hl(nc). On the other hand,

uS = 0 on T,

and consequently u5 = (wf,i4) £ -ff1,0(f2c). We use the first Korn inequality,

llwillffi'OPc) + ^ c!I£(u5)I.U2(«0) i

where the constant c depends only on f2c. Since the deformations e(us) are bounded in

L2(ttc) uniformly in (5, the following estimate holds:

..5 |
\Ui H^°(nc) <c, i — 1,2. (90)

Next, the second equation of (89) implies Ww5 £ L2(QC). Consequently, ws £ H2(flc).

Taking into account the boundary conditions

= 0„ r,
on

it follows that u>5 £ H20(QC). We can use the inequality

< c||VV^||L2(nc)

with the constant c independent of S, which leads to the uniform estimate with respect

to 6,

!kd|!ff2.0(Qc) < C . (91)

Hence, by (87), (88), (90), (91), we can assume that as di —> 0

uf —> Ui strongly in L2(Q) ,i = 1,2,

ws —► w strongly in L2(fl) ,

(a5,m5) —» (cr, to) weakly in .

These convergences allow us to pass to the limit in (83)-(86) as S —» 0, which implies

(79) (82).
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The solution is unique. Indeed, assume that we have two solutions (it1,ttr,cr1,TO1),

(u2,w2, cr2,m2). From (82) it follows that a1 = cr2,®1 = m2. Since

Co1 — e{ul) = 0, Dm1 + VVm! = 0 in $ = 1,2,

we obtain e(u1 — u2) = 0, VVfm1 — w2) = 0. Consequently, u1 = it2, w1 = w2. □

Remark 3.2. Similar to the two-dimensional elasticity, we can use the definition of

the admissible stresses and moments which is suitable for both interior and boundary

cracks, namely,

£(ft) = {(a,m) G H(Q) \ f (as(u) + udivcr)
Jnc

+ / (wVVm — mVVw) >0 V (u,w) G A"c} .
J

In particular, this definition is useful for the contact problems (see Fig. 5).

Remark 3.3. Consider the classical crack problem for the Kirchhoff plate. In this

case, instead of (58)-(60), we have the linear boundary conditions

m„ = tv{m) = er„ = aT = 0 on F^ . (92)

The smooth domain method proposed in the paper can be applied to the problem

(53)—(57), (92). Admissible set of stresses and moments in this linear case is introduced

as follows:

/C(fi) s= G H(O)| mv = t"{m) = av — aT = 0 on Tc} . (93)

The inequality (82) should be changed by the identity

(it, divfj)o + (w, VVm)a (94)

+(Ca, a)a + {Dm, m)n = 0 V(ct, to) G JC(Q) .

Hence the smooth domain method in the classical crack problem for plates can be

formulated in the form (79)-(81), (94), where the set /C(fi) is defined in (93).
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